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the first step is to download and install the joystick patch. to download, you simply need to download the patch file and place it in the directory from which you launch x-wing alliance. in windows, this is the c: emp directory. the joystick patch is a text file, and you can run it from a text editor such as notepad. for linux users, this is a bit more
complicated. for linux users, the joystick patch is not included with the x-wing alliance installation. instead, you must download the joystick patch by itself. at this point, the joystick patch needs to be installed separately. when the joystick patch is finished, you need to tell x-wing alliance to use the joystick patch. to do this, simply open the
joystick patch file in x-wing alliance. the patch will ask you whether you want to use the joystick patch or not. you must answer by selecting 'yes' or 'no'. if you answer by selecting 'yes', you will be presented with a series of questions that have to be answered. these questions will allow the patch to configure itself. this is a very simple process.
after you have answered the questions, you will be back to the main menu. you must use the joystick patch in x-wing alliance from this point on. once the patch is installed, you can use it by double-clicking on the patch file. this will launch the joystick patch. you can then click on the joystick patch menu item to launch the patch, and then on the
joystick patch menu item to return to x-wing alliance. to use the joystick patch, follow the instructions that are given to you.

X-wing Alliance Joystick Patch

The game has been enhanced by a variety of methods. For example, positioning and targeting is handled automatically, so there are no user-controlled functions to worry about. Tracking and ADS are accurately handled, allowing you to zap, shoot, and ADS as a serious X-wing or TIE pilot would in the real world. There are a few quirks to learn,
such as the fact that you should always be within your firing arc when you ADS, but this is easily remedied by simply flying your ship around. But even today, after seeing six years of X-Wing on my flight stick, theyre as good as theyre ever going to get in a flight sim. The FX2 sticks for sale arent getting cheaper, and I just dont see why I should
pay upwards of $200 for the best-selling flight stick on the planet. Where the Thrustmaster Warthog costs $450, my FX2 costs $150. I bought a new joystick, and the moment I plugged it into my Xbox One it recognized it as a Thrustmaster Elite Pro and made the appropriate adjustments. So even though I saved a ton of money by buying an FX2

originally, I just cant really justify the added cost of $450. And besides, it just feels a little bit wrong. I bought a secondary joystick to use when Ive decided to fly X-Wings or TIE Fighters over a very large map. The fundamental problem with this is that when youre flying the TIE in X-Wing in windowed mode, the window is offset from the stick
somewhat, and that can make the game feel a little bit unwieldy. But the $150 I paid for the FX2 also covers the joysticks additional functions, extra controls, and special FX that I really need. If I use my joystick for X-Wing over a very large map, then I want to be able to pause my X-Wings from my main monitor, with the option of setting them to

follow a specific ship or something like that. Without it, I have to use the game pad to back out and pause my X-Wings from the main monitor. 5ec8ef588b
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